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, + I- Y~-.TABSTRACT 

and slash weights from 405 lodgepole pine trees in pure, even-aged 
stands were sampled. Graphical analysis showed that individual crown weights 
are directly proportional to diameter a t  breast height. Slash weightjmerchantable 
volume ratios varied inversely as average stand diameter for stands up to 7 inches 
and remained constant for stands of 7 to 9 inches diameter. Surface area per 
pound of slash was directly proportional to the average diameter of the original 
stand. This information is useful to land managers involved in logging or land- 
clearing operations where disposal of slash by burning for sanitation, regeneration 
or hazard abatement purposes is considered. 
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LODGEPOLE PINE LOGGING SLASH 
by 

S. J. Murarol 

INTRODUCTION 
Of the 51.3 million acres of forest land in the Prince George, Kamloops, 

and Nelson Forest Districts of British Columbia, 14.2 million acres (approxi- 
mately 28 per cent) support stands of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl. var. 
latijolia Engelm.) (Anon. 1957). The massive expansion of wood-using industries 
in these districts demands the harvest of the, until recently, relatively untouched 
stands of lodgepole pine. The harvesting of these stands, especially for pulpwood, 
will result in a vast expansion of the present slash areas. 

Tables for estimating the quantity of logging slash can be prepared by estab- 
lishing regressions of the measured weight of the crown and other logging residue, 
with various measurements of tree size. Fahnestock (1960) used the product of 
diameter breast height and crown length as the independent variable to calculate 
crown weight tables for dominant and co-dominant trees of seven intermountain 
conifers including lodgepole pine. Chandler (1960) used similar parameters to pre- 
pare dash weight tables for five species of the Westside mixed conifer type in Cali- 
fornia. 

During periods of high fire danger the living crowns of trees are an important 
part of the fuel complex constituting fuel components in which fire spread is most 
rapid and difficult to control. To accurately assess the total fuel complex the 
spatial distribution of crown fuels as well as ground fuels must be considered. 
In studies for the purpose of determining the contribution of crown fuels to the 
total fuel complex Wendel (1960) used diameter breast height as the independent 
variable for estimating the crown weight of pond pine (Pinus resotina Michx.) 
in the southeast. Brown (1963) used the same variable to estimate crown weights 
in red pine (Pinus resinosa Ait.) plantations in the Lake States. 

The data for the present study were gathered in the summer of 1960 in 
conjunction with an investigation of the lodgepole pine fuel complex southeast 
of Merritt, B.C., and analyzed for the purpose of predicting slash accumulations 
resulting from two intensities of logging. 

In  this paper the term "crown weight'' applies to the weight of all living and 
dead components of the tree crown including needles, branchwood and cones, 
but excluding the weight of any portion of the bole. The term "slash weight" applies 
to the weight of all components constituting crown weight in addition to the weight 
o f  the non-merchantable bole. 

DESCRIPTION OF AREA 
The study area is at  an elevation of 4,000-5,000 feet MSL in the transition 

zone between the ponderosa pine-Douglas fir section M.l and the interior 
subalpine section SA.2, (Rowe, 1959). During Pleistocene time the plateau was 
glaciated resulting in depositions of glacial drift over the land surface. According 
to Spilsbury et al. (1963) there are two major land types: a coarse-textured out- 
wash in the western portion, and a bedrock controlled gravelly, sandy loam, till 
plain to the north. Lodgepole pine is the major forest type, resulting from exten- 
sive fires occurring at  approximately 80-year intervals during the past 200 years. 
-- 

1Reselvch Officer, Department of Forestry of Canada, Victoria, B.C. 
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PROCEDURES 
Seventeen plots of variable size, each containing 20 living trees, and one 

l/l0-acre circular plot oontaining 65 trees were located in representative stands 
of lodgepole pine (Table 1). The sampling method on the 17 plots was similar to 
the method used by Keser2 involving a plot width of 13.2 feet, random orientation 
and the necessary length to include 20 living trees within the plot. Each foot of 
plot length is then equal to 1/3300 acre and total plot length may be used as a 
relative measure of stand density. 

After felling, diameter breast height, total length of bole and crown length of ,Y each of the twenty trees were measured. Each tree was sawn into 5 ft. lengths -,,k 
and the weight of dead and living crowns on each section determined. On the 
basis of a utilization standard of a 4 in. top diameter, the length and weight of 
the non-merchantable top from all trees larger than 4 inches diameter breast 
height were recorded. 

Crown components from each 5 ft. section of the first and twentieth tree in 
each plot were separated and tagged according to  their position on the tree and 
allowed to dry to facilitate needle removal for a quantitative comparison of crown 
components. Needle removal was so time consuming that at the end of the season , 
only crown components on 18 sections from six trees could be compared. 

To compare drying regimes of various crown fuel components, replicated sam- 
ples of needles and 1/10, f ,  4 and 1 inch branchwood from slash lopped in .. 
June were oven-dried a t  weekly intervals throughout the summer. 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
General 

Corrections for moisture content were made to express all fuel weights in 
pounds of oven-dried fuel. Living crown components were assumed to hav 
moisture content of 100 per cent (Fahnestock, 1960); the average moistu 
content of dead crown components was approximated a t  15 per cent using equilib- ' 

rium moisture content tables and field checks. Merchantable volumes 
compiled from B.C. Forest Service cubic foot volume tables (Browne, 
using the merchantability factors of a 4 inch (inside bark) top diameter and a 
stump height. 

Crawn weight 
A double logarithmic transformation of the crown weight and tree diameter 

data from each plot resulted in a straight line regression (Figure I). Superimposing 
the individual plot regressions on each other showed that the 18 regressions fell 
into three groups. 

Regressions from immature stands, plots 16, 17 and 18, had the heavi 
crowns for a given diameter; 14 of the remaining regressions from plots in mature ... 
stands showed the lightest crowns for a given diameter, while the regression fr 
plot 12, which was an extremely stagnated stand, was intermediate to the ot 
regressions. The similar slope of the three lines shows that variation of crown 
weight with tree d.b.h. is nearly the same in each of the three stands. Of the 305 
values used to balance the regression for the mature stand, 67 per cent of the 
actual values were within plus or minus 20 per cent of the estimated crown weight. 
This apparent wide dispersion of values is partially a result of the large number 
of heavily crowned "school marms" and partially because of minor stand differ- 
ences. Crown weights of lodgepole pine measured during this study tend to be 
only slightly heavier than those measured by Fahnestock (1960) in the inter- 
mountain area. - 

2 Keser, N. 1964. Paradise Lske joint project (EP 609). B.C. Forest Service, Researoh Division, Vietorin, B.C. Un- 
published report. 
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Figure 1. Crown weight as a funotion of d.b.h. 
FigPlre 1.  Po& de la cime en fonctwn du d.h.p. 

The use of the appropriate regression in Figure 1 allows an estimation of 
single tree crown weight or total crown weight per land area if the number of - 
trees in each diameter class is known. This graph does not include the weight of 
the unmerchantable portion of the bole, and if slash weight is desired, the weight ' . . . .> ' 

of unmerchantable tops and cull material must be added to the crown weight. 

Slash weight 
The ratio of slash weight to merchantable volume was calculated for each 

plot by dividing the weight of slash from trees 4 inches and larger d.b.h. by 
their merchantable volume. The variation of this slash/volume ratio with 
average stand d.b.h. is shown in Figure 2A. A second slash/volume ratio (Figure 
2B) for use in clear-cut areas was determined by dividing the weight of slash from 
all trees on the plot by the total merchantable volume. 
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Both slash weight and merchantable volume vary directly with tree diameter, 
but because merchantable volume in trees from 4 inches d.b.h. to 7 inches d.b.h. 
increases more rapidly than does dash weight, slash weiglit/volurne. ratios are 
inversely proportio~al'to tree diameter for these smaller diameters. At diameters 
larger than 7 inches d.b.h. the increase in both slash weight and merchantable 
volume are apparently equal resulting in a nearly constant slash weight/volume 

I 
ratio. 

The hypothesis is proposed that in stands where decadence has commenced, 
slash weigh€/volume ratios for decadent trees will vary directly as diameter. The 
loss of merchantable volume as a resuIt of decadence not only detracts from the 
merchantable volume but is added to the amount of slash and thus has a twofold 
effect on the slash weight/volurne ratio. 

Slash weight per acre is determined by multiplying the appropriate slash/ 
volume ratio from Figure 2A by the merchantable cubic foot volume per acre. If 
the utilization standard were lowered to include trees of 6 inches apd larger rather 
than 4 inches and larger, the shape of the curve in Figure 2B would remain the 
same but would be shifted to the right. 
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a- q Figure 2. Pounds of slash per cubic foot of merchantable volume ss a fundion of average stand diameter 
L k  (d.b.h.) - Figu~e 2. Po* des dkhehets d'ddtage,  en livres, par pied cube de boia marchand en fonction du diambtre moyen 

(d.h.p.) du peuplement. 
Gt 
I !  If a stand is to be clearcut, all trees may be felled but only those of merchant- 

able size extracted. For this treatment, slash weights are determined in the same 
manner as above except that slash/volume ratios from Figure 2B are used. The 
difference in weight of slash resulting from the two intensities of cutting is in- 
versely proportional to the average stand diameter. If no trees are smaller than 
the utilization standard, the two curves will yield the same slash/volume ratio. 
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AVMOJO stmd dianetsr (db.h) 
Dianibtre moyen, (dhp.), du peuplannt 

Slash fuel components rrcr*.9;qwF7G& @@+r+ ' 

UZi:r* *..r2;:w ~ J r k A ~ % .  , 
Needle weight varied from 33 to 47 per cent of the total green crown weight, 

the average being 39 per cent; approximately 2 per cent of the total green crown 
weight consisted of cones while the remaining 59 per cent was branchwood. Figure 
3 shows the variation in percentage of total slash weight of the three fuel com- 
ponents with average stand diameter. 

To illustrate the use and importance of the data furnished in Figures 3 and 
2A, assume that two stands, A and B, are cut to the same utilization standard. 

- I  
The characteristics of the original stands and the resulting fuel complexes are 
shown in Table 2. I n  both cases there is essentially the same total weight of slash; I 

. .$ 
however, the fuel composition factors from Figure 3 reveal important differences 
in the distribution of this weight between the three fuel components. The im- 
portance of these differences is illustrated by comparing the total fuel surface 
area of the two slash complexes. I n  the course of this study i t  wasdetermined 
that one pound of dry needles presents approximately 37.2 square feet of surface 
area. Results from a previous report by Muraro (1964) showed one pound (oven- 
dry weight) of naturally assorted lodgepole pine branchwood having a maximum 
diameter of 1 inch presents about 5.2 square feet of surface area. Because all tops 
have a large end diameter of 4 inches, the surface area, weight and volume are all 1 
directly related to  their length. The surface area in square feet of a conical-shaped 
solid having a base diameter of 4 inches is approximated by the product of the 

Figure 3. Composition of lodgepole pine slash. 
Figure S. Composition dea d b h e t s  d'abattage du pin de Murray. 
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volume of the solid in cubic feet and the constant 18.5. Because the total volume 
of tops may be determined from W if W is the weight in pounds and D is the - n 

U 

density of wood in pounds per cubic foot, an approximation of the equivalent @3k ,,?dace area surrounding this volume can be determined from the expression - W 
D 

Yh 18.5. This expression and the conversion factors previously noted for needles and 
branchwood are used in Table 2 to illustrate the difference in fuel surface area of 
the two slash complexes. 

The greater surface of fuel presented by slash from Stand A will result in: 
(a) The ability to burn during periods of marginal burning conditions due 

to the larger quantity of fine fuels which dry a t  a faster rate than the 
larger fuels from Stand B. 

(b)  A more rapid rate of fire spread, a higher fire intensity and more uniform 
disposal of slash because of the greater quantity of fine fuels, the larger 
proportion of branchwood and the lesser proportion of the larger fuels 
consisting of unmerchantable tops (Figure 3 and Table 2). 

(c) A more pronounced change in potential fire behaviour as needle cast 
occurs due to ageing. After needle cast has occurred, the difference in 
fuel surface area of the two slash complexes is small. 

Drying rates of slash 
The rate a t  which slash dries depends primarily on the slash treatment, i.e. 

lopped or unlopped, and secondly on the macro- and micro-climatic regime 
Fahnestock (1960) shows drying curves for both lopped and unlopped Douglas 
fir foliage and twigs in Idaho; his data for lopped slash show that differences of 
10-40 per cent moisture content result from exposure to full sunlight versus heavy 
shade. If slash is not lopped, a lag of about 30 days occurs in full sun, and negli- 
gible drying occurs in the first 90 days under full shade. The moisture content oj 
fine lopped slash in full sun was 10 per cent in 13 days and about 6 per cent in 
18 days. 

This investigation of lodgepole pine included studies of the drying rate oi 
lopped slash. Sixty days after cutting, the moisture content of needles and larger 
branchwood was about 25 per cent and the moisture content of fine branchwood 
was about 18 per cent. The variation of these results and those of Fahnestock 
(1960) probably reflect different climatic regimes during the test period rather 
than a difference due to species. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Crown weights of lodgepole pine are closely related to tree diameter a t  breast 

height. 
The slash weight/merchantable volume ratio of stands up to 7 inches diam- 

eter is inversely related to average stand diameter (b-h.) and is constant be- 
tween 7 to 9 inches diameter. A direct relation may be expected for trees with 
larger d.b.h. when decay is prevalent. 

I 
The weight of needles and branchwood per cubic foot of merchantable wood 

varied directly as the average stand diameter, while the weight of the unmer- I 
chantable bole varied inversely with average stand diameter. 

The relation between weight of slash per cubic foot of merchantable wood I 
and average stand d.b.h. will furnish an accurate estimate of slash weights. When 
used in conjunction with the slash fuel composition graph, characteristics of fuel 
sise and total fuel surface area can also be determined. 
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SUMMARY 

SOMMAIRE 

Pour fins de comparaison des rBgimes de sBchage des matibres combustibles 
es houppiers, des Bchantillons, en double, d'aiguilles et  de branches de 0.10, 

L'exploitation extensive des peuplements de pin de Murray de 1'intBrieur 
e la Colombie-Britannique, pour la production de bois Zb pate, ne fera qu'ag- 
raver le problbme dBjh sBrieux du danger de feu que creent les d6chets d'abattage. 

L'Btude des donnBes obtenues aprbs avoir pesC la cime de 405 pins de Murray 
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la composition des matibres combustibles de l'abattis, r6vble que la superficie 
globale des abattis provenant du peuplement 8, fort diambtre moyen est le 
double, environ, de la superficie des abattis provenant du peuplement S faible 
diambtre moyen. D'autres graphiques dhmontrent aussi que le pourcentage 
du poids global des abattis, c'est-Mire le poids des aiguilles et des branches, est 
directement proportionnel au diambtre moyen du peuplement, et que le poids 
du f O t  sans valeur marchande est inversement proportionnel au diambtre moyen 
du peuplement. 
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